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In the High Court of Justice                                                                                                      CR-2017-000140 

Chancery Division 

In the matter of:  Middlesbrough Football & Athletic Company (1986) Limited & Gibson O Neill  

Before: The Chancellor of The High Court 

                                                   Hearing: 2PM on 14th November 2018  

Skeleton Argument of Applicant 

Reading:  

1. This application before the Court, pursuant to CPR Part 3, Rule 3.3 requests that the Court 

considers the Applicant’s submissions herein and makes an order of its own volition.  The 

Applicant seek various forms of relief in setting aside orders originating from fraudulent 

activities of the Defendant causing substantial losses and protracted distress to the 

Applicant cumulating in malicious winding up of Earth Energy Investments LLP, the 

Applicant and Parent Company of Empowering Wind MFC Ltd, being those wind turbine 

sole purpose vehicles owned by the Applicant.    

 

2. In essence, the Applicant alleges that the Defendant vandalised his wind turbine business, 

refusing the grid connection and retaining the £200,000 Lease premium the Applicant paid 

the Defendant on 17th June 2013.  On 25th June 2015 the Defendant made an unwarranted 

demand and on 15th August 2015 forfeited the Lease.   The litigation arises essentially 

from this, when on 19th September 2016, the Defendant claimed to be a creditor of the 

Applicant’s sole purpose vehicle, using the unwarranted demand (Bundle A – tab 14) as a 

false claim to cause the winding up of the Company, by attending the hearing that was 

previously adjourned so that I could complete a CVA with those legitimate creditors that 

are owed less than £40,000 cumulatively.   

 

3. On the balance of probabilities, the Defendants were all by then well aware that no such 

claim could be established, yet Mr Staunton, counsel for the Defendant attended that 

summary hearing to make submissions that the Defendant was a creditor in that sum of 

circa £255k, causing Registrar Baister to conclude that I had not engaged with, nor 

disclosed a creditor in the CVA arrangement process when in fact I had engaged and 

completed the agreement in principle with the 3 legitimate creditors.   Having investigated 

the matters since, I allege that the winding up was orchestrated between Mr Staunton 

and Registrar Baister who disallowed the Applicant the opportunity of making any 

submission to negate Mr Staunton’s false misrepresentation resulting in the hearing 

lasting less than 5 minutes in the Wednesday winding up Court.    I submit that these 

actions constituted a violation of Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 in preventing the 

Applicant from a right to a fair and unbiased civil hearing in this Court, the Public 

Authority for the purposes of the Act and that in essence, the WUP Order of Baister R was 

founded by fraud.  

 

4. My Skeleton works primarily from Bundle 1A for the application hearing and referring to 

Bundles A, B & C within the Particulars of the Applicant’s Part 7 Claim.  
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5. Bundle B is the Schedule with the Claimant’s Particulars and Bundle C relates to the period 

affected by Force Majeure and the impasse created, being the period during which the 

Defendant demanded payment for energy supply and rent.     

 

6. It is intended that the Applicant’s Part 7 claim, dealing with the loss resulting from actions 

of the Defendant be heard in conjunction with this application as the arguments 

presented and actions of the Defendants in this associated litigation are to a great extent, 

inextricably linked to that claim and the relief sought in an award of compensation in 

aggravated damages.   All of the litigation, including the Applicant’s originating application 

of 15th November 2017 stem from the Order of 9th January 2017 and it is submitted that 

all of the orders were founded by fraud and malicious conduct of the Defendants.  

 

7. The Applicant asks the Court to consider the actions of the Defendants and the 

aggravating factors collectively in this Application but predominantly to focus on the relief 

sought herein, by setting aside orders on the grounds distinctly pleaded further into my 

Skeleton.  

The application to set aside the ECRO: 

8. We begin by addressing the ECRO that I assert to be entirely unlawful and a False 

Instrument, as in Section 3, Part 1 of the Forgery and Counterfeiting Act 1981.  I contend 

that the ECRO is an abuse of process that has been used to cover fraud and serious 

misconduct by lawyers and insolvency practitioners and I contend that it should not have 

been made on a number of grounds.    I also submit that the ECRO was made with 

dishonest intent on the part of HHJ Pelling QC who must have known he was not 

empowered to make the ECRO, yet he sought, along with the Defendants to lead me to 

believe the ECRO was a genuine article as an attempt to violate my rights to a fair hearing 

in this Court, predominantly it is alleged, to cover fraud and criminal misconduct of Mr 

Hannon and the Defendants.   

 

9. I refer to S3, Part 1 of the Forgery & Counterfeiting Act 1981 (Bundle 1A – tab of which I 

allege, both HHJ Pelling QC and the Defendants are guilty of, as in one count of;  

 

“3. The offence of using a false instrument. 

It is an offence for a person to use an instrument which is, and which he knows or 

believes to be, false, with the intention of inducing somebody to accept it as 

genuine, and by reason of so accepting it to do or not to do some act to his own or 

any other person’s prejudice”. 

 

10. I refer the learned Judge to Bundle 1A, tab 1, being the Applicant’s Statement of Case 

with this Application.    

 

11. Turning to page 8, para. 47; It is submitted that in accord with Practice Direction 3C, only 

one of the 15 Chancery High Court Judges of this Court can make an ECRO.      

 

12. HHJ Pelling QC sits as a Deputy in the Rolls Building and was not empowered to have 

made an ECRO.   HHJ Pelling QC is a Senior Circuit Judge from Manchester Civil Justice 

Centre and was appointed a Deputy High Court Judge in 2006.  He sits as a Deputy in the 

High Court District Registry of Manchester Civil Justice Centre.     
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13. If HHJ Pelling QC considered it appropriate to have made this ECRO sitting in his own 

jurisdiction he would have to transfer the proceedings to a High Court Judge.  Mr Justice 

Barling is the only supervising High Court Judge for North and North East.    

 

14. When sitting out of circuit, HHJ Pelling QC sits as a Deputy, as he does when he sits as a 

Judge of the High Court District Registry of Manchester Civil Justice Centre.   The Applicant 

submits that the circumstances in this respect cannot possibly be different when HHJ 

Pelling QC sits as a Deputy of the RCJ Chancery High Court of Justice in London.  

 

15. I now refer to Practice Direction 3C, supplementing CPR Rule 3.11; 

 

16. Part 3.1 addresses the protocol for Extended Civil Restraint Orders: 

 

“Extended civil restraint orders 

3.1 An extended civil restraint order may be made by – 

(1) a judge of the Court of Appeal; 

(2) a judge of the High Court;” 

 

17. It is expressly clear that both Parts 3.1 and 3.11 indicate that an ECRO can only be made 

by a High Court Judge within jurisdiction.   

 

18. Part 3.11 addresses where the Judge considers it appropriate to make an Extended Civil 

Restraint Order, proceedings must be transferred to a High Court Judge; 

 

“3.11 If they consider that it would be appropriate to make an extended civil restraint 

order – 

 

(1) a Master or a District Judge in a district registry of the High Court must transfer the 

proceedings to a High Court judge; “ 

 

19. Part 3.1(1) clearly addresses the requirement of a Judge or Master sitting in a district 

registry to transfer the proceedings to a High Court Judge.   

 

20. Therefore, it is abundantly clear that HHJ Pelling QC was not empowered to have made 

the ECRO and it should not have been made in the circumstances, not in law nor on the 

matters of fact.     

 

21. It is further submitted that none of my applications were totally without merit and on the 

balance of probabilities, HHJ Pelling QC knew that he was not empowered to have made 

the ECRO and that the motive of the ECRO was as a form of “silencing” or a gagging order 

with the aim of taking away one’s standing to prevent the Applicant from his right to a fair 

hearing.   

 

22. The ECRO was, undoubtedly of malicious intent and it is unlawful.  Those actions were 

distressing, whereas I only sought to act in the interests of justice, in essentially 

addressing the matters before one of our Honourable Chancery High Court Judges as I had 

intended to do when I made my application of 15th November 2017.    Doing so was the 

spirit of the Order made by Mr Justice Nugee on 21st March 2018.  
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23. I allege that HHJ Pelling QC was conflicted, being connected with the Defendants and Peel 

Holdings, but also having heard the contentious Quadrilla fracking case on the site owned 

by Peel Holdings resulting in the excessive jail sentence of the fracking protesters. I find 

that HHJ Pelling QC does have quite some “form” and what I witnessed on 7th June 2018 

and on 28th June 2018 was truly shocking misconduct that I know for certain I would not 

have experienced had Mr Justice Nugee rightfully been allocated to my case after the 

second order he made.      

 

24. This alleged conflict of HHJ Pelling and the matters of Peel Holding’s involvement is 

reflected in Bundle C, whereas Peel Holdings, the owner of Durham Tees Valley Airport 

made false allegations to frustrate the Applicant’s business, causing a 26% loss and a delay 

of over a year by virtue of their false misrepresentations and whereas there is an 

established business relationship with the Defendant and Peel Holdings.     

 

25. The application of 1st March 2018 is, unquestionably, an application before one of the 15 

Chancery High Court Judges of this Court, yet it appears that the misappropriation by the 

Listing Officer, Mr Staunton, Chief Registrar or and others, caused HHJ Pelling QC to 

interfere in these proceedings before Mr Justice Nugee.     

 

26.  I plead that HHJ Pelling QC was not empowered to have heard the case that was twice 

before Mr Justice Nugee and then Mr Justice Snowden who ruled that matters be 

determined by a High Court Judge of this Court and that the Orders of HHJ Pelling QC and 

the ECRO is an abuse of process.  On these grounds alone, it is submitted that the ECRO 

should be considered void ab initio and set aside, with appropriate relief being granted to 

the Applicant respective of my claim in aggravated damages.  

 

27. The application of 1st March 2018 originates from the ex-parte hearing of 9th January 2017 

before Mr Justice Arnold.   The first hearing on notice was the hearing before Mr Justice 

Nugee on 5th February 2018 for 1 hour and 40 minutes in the Interim Applications Court.    

Mr Justice Nugee made two Orders in the case, with the first of 5th February 2018 and the 

second on 21st March 2018.    

 

28. During the hearing before Mr Justice Nugee of 5th February 2018, the Judge refused Mr 

Staunton’s verbal application to certify the Claimant’s Application as without merit and on 

21st March 2018 listed that application of 1s March 2018 for a hearing in the usual way.     

 

29. In essence, the application of 1st March 2018 asked the Court to set aside the Order of 16th 

January 2017 and to consider the unwarranted demands and false misrepresentations 

made by the Defendant collectively.    On 20th March 2018 the Defendant made an 

application to the Judge to dismiss that application.  The Judge did not dismiss the 

Application.  

 

30. Fundamentally, the Defendants and their legal advisors singularly failed to file the 

evidence upon which they sought to have relied upon during the ex-parte hearing of 9th 

January 2017, yet they did serve a copy on me both by email and in hard copy after the 

hearing.   I had to serve the evidence upon which they sought to rely in January 2018, in 

preparation for the first hearing on notice before Mr Justice Nugee.  
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31. It was on 9th January 2017 that I found significant non-disclosure of material exhibits on 

which I sought to have relied in proving the argument set out in the Statutory Demand 

founding the Defendant’s application ex-parte.   

Reading time – 10 minutes:  

32. Bundle 1A, tab 3; is the Applicant’s Skeleton Argument presented to the Judge when the 

Applicant found, from Charlotte Brice that the Defendant had made an application to 

dismiss his application.   

 

33.  Upon consideration of the Defendant’s Application and upon considering the Applicant’s 

Skeleton, Mr Justice Nugee ordered as follows;  

“Before the Honourable Mr Justice Nugee sitting at the Rolls Building, 7 Rolls Building, Fetter 
Lane, London, EC4A 1NL on 21 March 2018  
 
UPON the Application of the Applicant dated 1 March 2018  
 
AND UPON reading a letter from the Respondent’s solicitors dated 20 March 2018 applying for 
an order that the application be dismissed without a hearing 
IT IS ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:  
 
1. The Court does not think fit to dismiss the Application without a hearing.  
2. The Application be listed for hearing in the usual way.” 

34. The Defendants do not dispute that the material referred to in the Penningtons Manches 

LLP letter dated 11th January 2017 was withheld and those particulars were not disclosed 

by the Return date, also ex-parte.   I refer to that letter in Bundle A, tab 15, being the 

Applicant’s solicitor’s letter complaining of a “shopping list” of material information 

withheld from the ex-parte hearing.    

 

35. I address what I plead to be fraudulent non-disclosure of material particulars by the 

Defendants and the false and misleading statements within the Witness Statement of Mr 

Bloom later into this Skeleton.     

 

36. It was intended by Mr Justice Nugee, Mr Justice Snowden and indeed, Chief Registrar 

Briggs that the application, fundamentally concerning the ex-parte application hearing of 

the Defendant, allegations of fraudulent non-disclosure, misrepresentation and 

unwarranted demands, was to be heard by one of the 15 Chancery High Court Judges of 

this Court.   That did not happen.  

 

37. The Applicant summarises from the Court of Appeal, Wasif and another v Secretary of 
State for the Home Department [2016], the checklist that is inescapable when certifying 
an application as totally without merit;  

 
1. Judges should “certainly not” certify applications as “totally without merit” as an automatic 
consequence of refusing permission. The criteria are different. 
 
2. No judge should certify an application as “totally without merit” unless he or she is: 
“confident after careful consideration that the case truly is bound to fail.  
He or she will no doubt have in mind the seriousness of the issue and the consequence of his 
decision in the particular case.” (per Maurice Kay LJ in Grace) 
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3. A case should only be certified where the judge is satisfied that a hearing could serve no 
purpose in allowing the claimant to address perceived weaknesses or omissions in the case. 
 
4. As a “thought-experiment” it may assist a judge to consider whether he or she can 
conceive of a judicial colleague taking a different view on the granting of permission. (The 
Court was careful, though, to stress that this was not a formal test – “the point of a renewal 
hearing is not that the claimant is entitled to another dip into the bran-tub of Administrative 
Court of Upper Tribunal judges in the hope of finding someone more sympathetic.”) 
 
5. Where a judge suspects that there may be an arguable claim, even if the point in question 
has not been pleaded properly or at all, then it should not be certified as “totally without merit”. 
 
6. A case should not be certified as “totally without merit” on the basis of a point raised in the 
summary grounds of defence to which the claimant may have an answer (given that at that 
stage the claimant would not have seen the summary grounds). 
 
7. Where a claim is certified as “totally without merit” then “peculiar care must be taken to 
ensure that all the arguments raised in the grounds are properly addressed” when the judge 
gives reasons for coming to his or her decision. Separate reasons should be given for the 
certification (as opposed to the refusal of permission), even if those separate reasons rest on 
what has been said previously. The reasoning need not be lengthy, but it should be 
structured. 

 

38.  ICCJ Jones certified my application of 15th November 2017 as totally without merit on 26th 

March 2018. No grounds for doing so were provided and the Applicant submits, none of 

my applications were totally without merit.   The Applicant had obtained written advice 

from counsel on the prospects of its Claim and the Applicant has a claim with a reasonable 

prospect of success.   Prior to 6th June 2018, that was the only Application certified as 

totally without merit, yet that determination was made, it is alleged, on illogical grounds.    

 

39. I quote the passage below from the 26th March 2018 Judgment of ICCJ Jones, (Bundle 1A – 

tab 5, page 14, para 53 & 54; 

 

"Mr Millinder also argues that no evidence of any funding or ability to bring the 

claim is required because the claim is self-obvious. It is clear the Company has a 

good claim against the Second Respondent. 

 

54. However, the fact that Mr Millinder says there is a fraudulent misrepresentation 

and/or a good claim does not establish the position.  The Court cannot proceed, as 

Mr Millinder wants it to, on the basis that because he says that there is clear 

evidence that is the position.  The Court must proceed on the basis that there will 

be litigation and those against whom he makes the allegation will have the 

opportunity to be heard" 

 

40. No reasoning was ever provided by ICCJ Jones, HHJ Pelling QC nor, after the ECRO was 

made, Mr Justice Arnold for certifying applications as totally without merit.  

The ECRO violates Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 and a Convention Right;  

41. Following making of the ECRO the Applicant took immediate action to gain remedy, yet it 

is alleged that Mr Justice Arnold also spoilated applications and the evidence by failing to 

have provided Judgment or any reasons for refusing the Applicant’s two applications and 

later certifying both applications as totally without merit without providing reasoning.    
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42. It is submitted that this position presents a violation of a Convention Right of the Human 

Rights Act 1998.  The Applicant refers to the Court as a Public Authority for the purpose of 

the Act in respect of preservation of the Human Rights of the person.   It is clear that 

taking away one’s standing and right to a fair hearing is a contravention of Article 6 of the 

Human Rights Act 1998.  

 

43. In circumstances where the Claimant’s application of 16th July 2018 was made pursuant to 

CPR Part 3, Rule 3.3 and where the Court of Appeal ruled that “it is good practice for any 

application pursuant to CPR Part 3, Rule 3.3 to be dealt with at a hearing” and where Mr 

Justice Arnold fails to deliver Judgment nor to provide reasoning for his decision in 

certifying two of the Claimant’s applications as totally without merit, it is contended that 

the position and use of the ECRO that was improperly made was an unlawful act by the 

Public Authority whereby the Court has acted in a way that is clearly incompatible with a 

Convention Right.  

 

44. The Applicant refers to that ECHR Convention right, Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 
1998;  

 

Right to a fair trial 

 

1. In the determination of his civil rights and obligations or of any criminal charge 

against him, everyone is entitled to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable 

time by an independent and impartial tribunal established by law. Judgment shall 

be pronounced publicly but the press and public may be excluded from all or part 

of the trial in the interest of morals, public order or national security in a 

democratic society, where the interests of juveniles or the protection of the 

private life of the parties so require, or to the extent strictly necessary in the 

opinion of the court in special circumstances where publicity would prejudice the 

interests of justice. 

 

2. Everyone charged with a criminal offence shall be presumed innocent until 

proved guilty according to law. 

 

3. Everyone charged with a criminal offence has the following minimum rights: 

 

(a)to be informed promptly, in a language which he understands and in detail, of 

the nature and cause of the accusation against him; 

 

(b)to have adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defence; 

 

(c)to defend himself in person or through legal assistance of his own choosing or, 

if he has not sufficient means to pay for legal assistance, to be given it free when 

the interests of justice so require; 

 

(d)to examine or have examined witnesses against him and to obtain the 

attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf under the same 

conditions as witnesses against him; 

 

(e)to have the free assistance of an interpreter if he cannot understand or speak 

the language used in court. 
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The Applicant’s Petition for a Mandatory Order:  

45. It is submitted that the hearings before Registrar Baister, ICCJ Jones, ICCJ Barber, Chief 
Registrar Briggs and HHJ Pelling QC all violate that Convention Right, being Article 6 of the 
ECHR and there must be remedy in violation of this Convention Right by the Public 
Authority and officers under the Crown.    It is for that reason I seek a separate hearing 
from which to present evidence and for Your Lordship to hear my Petition for a 
Mandatory Order respective of restoration of the rule of law, looking at the breaches of  
Convention Rights and related issues resulting in damages to our Constitution and dealing 
with the perpetrators whom I find to have breached their judicial oaths in office on 
varying levels of severity.   

 

The Order of 26th March 2018 by ICCJ Jones:  

46. It was intended by the Applicant that the originating application of 15th November 2017, 

pursuant to Rule 14.11 of the Insolvency Rules 2016, was to be the first hearing on notice 

of the ex-parte application.  The Applicant sought to deal with the fraudulent claims, 

unwarranted demands and non-disclosure at the Defendant’s ex-parte application hearing 

collectively, to reduce case management costs and to save on Court resources, as the 

matters were linked.   

 

47. In the event, this did not happen, the case was, the Claimant alleges, “circumvented” by 

the Insolvency Registrars that were conflicted both with the Liquidator and with the 1st 

and 2nd Defendants through Radcliffe Chambers, acting for the Defendants with whom 

they have established relations.   It was clear from my application of 15th November 2017 

that the matters were all linked to the ex-parte hearing of 9th January 2017 before Mr 

Justice Arnold and it is submitted that ICCJ Jones should not have heard any part of the 

case involving complex and protracted proceedings and that therefore his order should be 

treated as void ab initio, it was, predominantly, founded by fraudulent misrepresentations 

also originating from the matters of the ex-parte hearing.  In his Judgment of 5th February 

2018, paragraph 1, Mr Justice Nugee said this;  

 

“I have before me an application notice which has been issued by an LLP, Earth 

Energy Investments LLP, who has appeared by Mr Millinder, assisted by Ms Jones 

QC, who has appeared under the CLIPS scheme and has very helpfully taken me 

through the chronology of what is now quite a complicated history, and has 

supplemented Mr Millinder’s submissions with some brief submissions of her own 

in reply on Mr Millinder’s instructions, and as judges sitting in this Court always are, 

I am immensely grateful to Ms Jones for her assistance. There were three types of 

relief mentioned in the application notice, of which one was a mooted application to 

commit the Defendant for contempt of court, of which no more need be said, 

because Mr Millinder made it plain that he was not pursuing that relief before me. 

The third was an application that Mr Registrar Jones be recused or removed from 

the continued hearing of an application which is in progress, which is an application 

under rule 14.11 of the Insolvency Rules to set aside certain proofs of debt, and 

although that application is not before me, it is intimately connected with the 

matters that are. And Mr Millinder has said that it would be appropriate for the 

recusal application to be dealt with today, although accepting that the normal 

practice would be for the recusal application to be heard by the judge who was said 

to be conflicted.” 
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48. It is submitted that had the application of 15th November 2017 been heard by Mr Justice 

Nugee or any other High Court Judge, as intended by my originating application that 

expressly states “To be heard by a High Court Judge”,  looking at the fraudulent 

claims, the non-disclosure and the unwarranted demands collectively, matters would have 

been concluded long before now and the resulting winding up of the Applicant would not 

have occurred.  I plead a miscarriage of justice.  

 

49. The failure of the Public Authority to have assigned a High Court Judge to my case is, I 

believe, what caused this miscarriage of justice, with ICCJ Jones stating at the first hearing; 

 

“I cannot Judge” and “I cannot get involved in Mr Justice Arnold’s case, he’s up 

there I am down here”.  

 

50. I now refer to Bundle 1A – tab 4B, page 1; being Exhibit 15 of that Application and an 

email addressed to Pauline Drewett copied to the 2nd Defendants, Mr Hannon and the 

Attorney General’s Office.  The first paragraph clearly refers to “forthcoming hearing”.  

 

51. The second paragraph reads as follows;  

 

“You were copied into all of those correspondences, although again it appears you 

failed to act even in light of the fact you were made acutely aware that neither MFC 

or Bond Dickinson could come anywhere close to being able to rationalise their 

conduct in relation to those three random proofs of debt and more particularly, how 

any payment could possibly be due under Clause 3.4.2 - Commissioning, of the 

Energy Supply Agreement in circumstances where their client refused that very 

same Agreement with Northern Powergrid for establishing the connection for the 

wind turbine.” 

 

52. Turning to page 2 of Exhibit 15 in that application, where I asked questions that the 

Defendants never did answer and those questions, even though the formed the basis of 

the application, never were answered nor addressed in the proceedings to date.  That 

paragraph read as follows;  

 

1. When was the Start Date? 

 

2. What about the operative provision of Force Majeure as to the delay caused by 

the Landlord with the clause in favour of Tenant when the Landlord refused the 

connection in February 2015? 

 

3. What about the bundle of invoices dated 25th June 2015? 

What relevance do they have against the fact no payment could possibly be due 

under the Energy Supply Agreement and what about the operative provision of 

Force Majeure within the Lease in the same context?  

 

It would be very helpful to have some answers from Bond Dickinson, or in fact, Mr 

Hannon or anyone else that may provide the answer.  
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It would, unfortunately however, appear that both the Official Receiver and Bond 

Dickinson have run out of answers in this case, hence, BD will be summoned to 

this forthcoming hearing against the Official Receiver as Respondent given that I 

will be challenging the validity of their £4.1m false misrepresentation during 

proceedings and that this case is somewhat linked to that of 9th January 2017. 

Those proceedings will follow on from this hearing, as you will soon note. 

 

53. It is abundantly clear from Exhibit 15 that matters are inextricably linked to the ex-parte 

hearing of 9th January 2017 that was before a High Court Judge.   On 15th November 2017 

when the Defendants all received that email from me, the rule on full and frank disclosure 

continued to apply respective of my complaint of fraudulent non-disclosure, unwarranted 

demands and fraudulent misrepresentation.   None of the Defendants made any such 

disclosure, they just conspired with the perpetrators to pervert the course of justice.  

Reading time – 15 minutes:   

The evidence before ICCJ Jones in the application of 15th November 2017:  

54. I now move to my Statement of Case, sealed by this Court on 16th November 2017; 

(Bundle 1A - tab 4A); Turning to page 1, para 1.4, states that, in essence, the office holder 

refused to interfere in the matter of the third proof of debt.    

 

55. Para 1.5; states that Mr Hannon, the office holder was told, on multiple occasions over 12 

months that the first claim from the Defendant is false, yet he accepted the second proof 

in the sum of £541,308 and on 2nd February 2017, the third proof of debt in the sum 

exceeding £4.1 million from the same originating source as the first proof.  It is submitted 

he did so in breach of his duty as an office holder of the Insolvency Service.  

 

56. Para 1.6; refers to Mr Campbell of the Official Receiver’s Office receiving the first proof of 

debt in the sum of circa £255,000 on 9th January 2017.  

 

57. Para 1.8; refers to the email of 26th January 2017 confirming receipt of the second proof 

of debt in the sum of £541,308.  Para 1.10 mentions the third proof of debt and para 1.12 

refers to the office holder’s duty to have “verified the creditor’s true position prior to 

admission of the proof” in accord with his own Insolvency Service Technical Manual, 

Chapter 16.73.  

 

58. Moving to page 3; and reading para 2.1 through to page 5 - para 2.13; I submit that it was 

distinctly pleaded and proven within that Witness Statement and the exhibits that all 

three claims were fraudulent misrepresentations.  

 

59. Now moving to page 6 – para 3.5; refers to the Letter of Claim prepared by Edmund Robb 

of counsel, for the Applicant and served on Mr Hannon on 18th August 2018.  A copy of 

that letter of Claim is at Bundle A – tab 15, titled; 20170818 PLL to Offical Receiver. 

 

60. I refer now to Bundle 1A – tab 14, being the exhibit relating to unwarranted demands. I 

turn to 5. Sealed_Exhibit 16_Confidential_Filing_approved-06.12.2017; This is Exhibit 16 

of the application before ICCJ Jones, comprising an email chain between the Defendants 

and I dated 5th December 2017.  
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61. I quote below relevant passages of Exhibit 16, sealed by this Court on 6th December 2017 

and put before ICCJ Jones on 21st December 2017. The email was addressed to Mr Brown, 

Mr Gill, Mr Stewart and Mr Gray of Womble Bond Dickinson UK LLP, but also Mr Hannon. 

No reply was given by any of the Defendants;  

 

62. Page 1 of Exhibit 16:  

 

“1. On 9th January 2017 I found that over 172 pages of witness exhibit had been 

deliberately withheld from ex-parte proceedings so as to mislead the Judge. This 

information was material because had this been disclosed it would have proven to 

the Court that indeed MFC were sole cause of failure by firstly demanding that I 

paid £255,000 that was not owed, then by refusing the fundamental connection into 

customer owned substation assets when that same connection was the entire 

purpose of the contracts in the first instance and that Mr Bloom extended that 

Option Agreement for the specific purpose of implementing that connection into the 

local substation” 

 

“Here is the headline: 

 

That grid configuration was the only way in which power could be delivered from 

the turbine to the stadium. The Distribution Network Operator specified that 

connection and those arrangements were finalised from October 2012 - 12/12/12 

when the offer was issued. The Distribution Network Operator specifies the 

connection requirements, not the Generator or the Landlord. Without a connection, 

the turbine cannot operate. Completed Connection Offers and approved electrical 

designs are not subject to change on the 11th hour and particularly not over two 

years from the date those arrangements were finalised. Any material change to the 

originally approved OFGEM FIT Accreditation would invalidate Preliminary 

Accreditation.” 

Reading time – 10 minutes:  

63. The Applicant now asks the learned Judge to read from page 2 through to page 6 of 

Exhibit 16.   It is submitted that it is abundantly clear from this fundamental exhibit, that 

all of the matters are inextricably linked to the ex-parte hearing and that on 6th December 

2017, the rule on full and frank disclosure continued to apply and right up until the first 

hearing on notice, being the hearing before Mr Justice Nugee on 5th February 2018.  

Reading time – 20 minutes: 

Prejudice by malicious winding up of the Applicant two days after ICCJ Jones made his Order:  

64.  In essence, the actions of the Defendants ensured that the action that the Applicant was 

progressing before Mr Justice Nugee fell back to Mr Hannon, the Defendant of the 

application before ICCJ Jones that the Applicant had intended be heard by a High Court 

Judge, being the first hearing on notice of the Defendant’s ex-parte application.  

 

65. It is submitted that there was a clear and flagrant competing interest in litigation between 

the Applicant and the Defendant and on 28th March 2018, the Defendants clearly knew 

that just one week before, on 21st March 2018, Mr Justice Nugee had dismissed their 

application letter and listed the case for a hearing in the usual way.  
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66. It appears that the Defendants sought to evade prosecution and rather than to have 

withdrawn the Petition made by the Second Defendant on 12th February 2018, the 

Defendants attended a hearing before ICCJ Barber in absence of the Applicant to wind 

Earth Energy Investments LLP up for £25,000 alleged costs of the Defendant.    

 

67. In doing so, they clearly knew that their actions would have a tendency to interfere with 

the proper administration of justice and that the £25,000 alleged petition debt was 

subject to challenge.    

 

68. It is in fact evidenced, that it was not by mistake, it is submitted that the malicious 

winding up was a pre-conceived intention of the Defendants, who sought to evade justice 

by winding the Applicant’s Company up for the £25,000 obtained in fraudulent non-

disclosure, completely disregarding the order of Mr Justice Nugee pursuant to that matter 

just a week before.  

Perjuries of Mr Staunton:  

 

69. Disingenuously, Mr Staunton, Counsel for the Defendant, makes admission of the 

intention to dispose of the proceedings after disregarding the Order of 21st March 2018, 

using insolvency and the summary winding up by misleading ICCJ Barber into believing “all 

matters were fully ventilated before Judge Jones”.     

 

70. I move to Bundle 1A – tab 11B, being the transcript of the WUP hearing before ICCJ 

Barber on 28th March 2018. Starting at page 3; (page 1 of the transcript) I quote the 

relevant passages, highlighted by reference; 

 

JUDGE BARBER: Is this the first hearing of the petition?  

MR STAUNTON: It is, yes, but the matter----  

JUDGE BARBER: He’s----  

MR STAUNTON: Yes, but the matter----  

JUDGE BARBER: -- saying in his email that the – the petition is disputed.  

MR STAUNTON: Indeed, but that matter has been fully ventilated in front of Judge Jones, 

terminating Monday of this week when he dismissed (inaudible) application. I can explain 

what that is.   And also, the adjournment to 10th June is because he wanted to make a 

second application, the first having been dismissed by Mr Justice Nugee on 5th February. 

Can we go back? Earth Energy has a fully owned subsidiary, Empowering Wind, which is 

now in the process of being wound up. The liquidator is Mr Hammond from the OR’s 

office. The subsidiary had an agreement with the petitioner. The petitioner has, as part of 

that group, terminated the agreement and also a lease underlying it and Mr Millinder then 

said, “Well, the subsidiary has a significant claim for damages against Middlesbrough”, but 

it never brought any proceedings. 

 

71. It should be noted that the cross claim I referred to was my fees in the litigation before 

ICCJ Jones that in itself substantially exceeds the costs of the Defendant’s injunction 

hearing that was both over inflated and obtained improperly in fraudulent non-disclosure.   

The reality is, that on 28th March 2018, that £25,000 could not have possibly formed the 

petition debt, it was disputed on genuine and substantial grounds, was then and 

continues to be, subject to challenge in these proceedings.  
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72. The alleged petition debt directly related to the dismissal of the Defendant’s application 

and the Order listing the 1st March 2018 application by Earth Energy Investments LLP for a 

hearing in the usual way.  

 

JUDGE BARBER: It’s not a cross-claim then. 

MR STAUNTON: That is the cross-claim. 

JUDGE BARBER: Well, it’s not a cross-claim though, is it? 

MR STAUNTON: Well, I – in my submission, no, however, the company – the subsidiary 

then goes into liquidation and Mr Hammond’s the OR. Mr Hammond’s filed a report that 

the subsidiary has no assets, so he cannot investigate the claim that Mr Millinder says the 

subsidiary has against Middlesbrough. 

 

73. Now I move to page 5, (page 3 of the transcript); where it is clear that the failure of Mr 

Staunton to disclose that Mr Justice Nugee made the second order caused ICCJ Barber to 

believe that all matters were aired before ICCJ Jones when it was abundantly clear that 

was not the case.     

 

74. Mr Staunton made deliberately misleading statements not only before ICCJ Barber, but 

also before ICCJ Briggs, before Nugee J on 5th February 2018 and originally before Arnold J 

on 9th January 2017 in relation to the operative provision of Force Majeure within the 

Lease.  That argument was fundamental to the Applicant’s Statutory Demand originating 

the ex-parte hearing, although Mr Staunton, did, during the ex-parte hearing before 

Arnold J, clearly submit that “For the purpose of the Energy Supply Agreement, 

Force Majeure does have effect” and therefore he knew, prior to attending the hearing 

before ICCJ Jones, on 21st December 2017, that no claim could be established pursuant to 

the Energy Supply Agreement and yet on this date, the rule on full and frank disclosure 

continued to apply, respective of the ex-parte hearing but at no point did Mr Staunton 

disclose the particulars that in fact no claim could be established or that there was 

significant material non-disclosure as set out in the Penningtons Manches LLP letter.   

 

75. I turn back to Bundle 1A – tab 11B - page 29; in the later application hearing of my 

application (29th March 2018) to rescind the malicious winding up order that then came  

before ICCJ Briggs on 11th April 2018.  I quote the relevant passage and highlight 

accordingly below;  

 

MR STAUNTON: And then para.4, therefore he decided it's not proportionate because 

there's never going to be a hearing. That's what's Mr Justice Nugee decided.  

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Thank you very much, Mr Staunton.  

MR STAUNTON: Now that----  

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: I, I adopt those same, same reasons to, to - and which is much 

better articulated than what I've done - to adjourn the matter before - for the judge to 

hear at the same time in the case. So far----  

MR MILLENDER: Sir, there's one final submission----  

MR STAUNTON: Well I think - sorry, yes, sorry. I'm just----  

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Let me just hear this.  

MR STAUNTON: --I'm just, I'm only concerned with perhaps the order.  

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Right.  
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MR STAUNTON: So I'm not sure if you're going to invite me to draw up the order. I'm quite 

happy to do so. But I think which order this application identified is to be listed to be 

heard together, but if you could look at tab number 3---- 

 

76. It is clear that in fact Mr Justice Nugee did order that the case be listed for a hearing in the 

usual way on 21st March 2018 after dismissing the Defendant’s application and therefore 

it cannot be disputed that this is another deliberately misleading dishonest statement by 

Mr Staunton made in Court when he had full knowledge of that Order.    

Reading time – 5 minutes:  

77. Turning to page 4 of the transcript of that hearing.  The Applicant asks the learned Judge 

to read from (A) through to (H) on page 6; It was established by ICCJ Briggs and pleaded 

by Mr Staunton that;    

 

“MR STAUNTON: They all, they all stem from the hearing in front of Mr Justice 

Arnold on 9th January 2017.” 

 

78. Therefore, it cannot be disputed that after 21st March 2018, the Application of 1st March 

2018 was sub judice, before Mr Justice Nugee and that all matters stem from the hearing 

of 9th January 2017, also being the same day that Mr Campbell advised that the Defendant 

had made its first proof of debt against Empowering Wind MFC Ltd.  

 

79. Moving to page 26, (D), I quote the relevant passage; 

 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: (After a pause) This is a matter before Mr - well before a High 

Court Judge. It's not, I don’t think it's been reserved to any judge, the application which 

was listed in March---- 

 

80. Above the Chief Registrar makes the correct assertion that the matter is before a High 

Court Judge and that on 21st March 2018 it was ordered that the application of 1st March 

2018 be listed for a hearing in the usual way.   Not comfortable with this, Mr Staunton 

seeks to correct the Registrar so that the incorrect position is conveyed during the 

hearing; 

 

MR STAUNTON: Issued. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Issued in March. 

2nd 

MR STAUNTON: To be heard in the window June. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: To be heard in June. 

MR STAUNTON: It's not, it's not allocated to any particular judge. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: No, I wouldn't have thought so. 

MR STAUNTON: You saw that email from Mr Justice Arnold's clerk saying that he was not 

the appointed judge. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Yes. 

MR STAUNTON: So it will just go---- 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: So the---- 

MR STAUNTON: --whatever, the challenge has to be listed in June, in front of the judge. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Yes. 
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MR STAUNTON: If it survives. 

 

81. Turning to page 27 (A); and I quote the next passage of the transcript;  

 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Yeah, well---- 

MR STAUNTON: Because if in fact the Winding Up Order continues, my solicitor will no 

doubt be in contact with the liquidator, which will probably be somebody from the OR's 

office, inviting them to withdraw the application. So it may not actually come on, but if it 

does come on it will be listed - whoever judge is listed---- 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Yes. 

MR STAUNTON: --who selects the judge. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Well my question was, is it still listed? 

MR STAUNTON: Pardon me. It's still listed. It's, it's in the window, the three day window, 

6th June. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Yes. 

MR MILLENDER: So this is an action winding - in winding this company up unlawfully, this 

is a direct action in perverting the course of justice in full knowledge that the part - the 

second 1st application I made on March covers material non-disclosure. It covers blackmail 

in the sum of 619,000 and it covers the three false misrepresentations, namely the first 

fraud for, 19th for misrepresentation that Mr Staunton made on September, stating that 

the,Empowering Wind MFC owes his client £255,000. You did make that submission, 

didn’t you, Mr Staunton? And that was the submission that caused the winding up, 

because Mr Registrar Baister said, "Ah, Mr Millender, you haven't disclosed"---- 

 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: But you're talking about Empowering Wind again, aren't you? 

MR MILLENDER: Empowering - we're talking about Empowering Wind. But I'm now taking 

about the---- 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: I only want to hear about Earth---- 

MR MILLENDER: --false misrepresentations that are linked to this case. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Well I only want to talk about Earth Energy. 

MR MILLENDER: Exactly. 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: Yeah. 

MR MILLENDER: That are linked to the case that's before Mr Justice - or was before 

1st Mr Justice Nugee, the same application that I made on March, which cumulates all of 

the incidents, the non-disclosure, the blackmail in the sum of 619,000, and the three false 

misrepresentations, the 255, the 541,308, and then a month later the 4.1 million. That's 

some power generation. I mean there's no turbine. It's all fraud. 

 

THE CHIEF REGISTRAR: (After a pause) I'm going to take a very unusual step in this case 

and that is I am going to decide, for reasons I shall give very briefly, that rather than 

rescind this order to wind up today with a discretion then just to keep the petition alive 

and then relist it in the winding up list after the hearing in June. Rather than do that I think 

it's best that I adjourn today's hearing for rescission to be heard at the same time as the 

application, which is listed currently, in June. 

 

82. It is clear that ICCJ Briggs was minded to have rescinded the winding up order and he then 

admitted the intent in his own words by saying “just to keep the petition alive”.  
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I allege he did so to follow suit with the Defendant’s pre-conceived plan to wind up so that 

the case falls back to Mr Hannon who the Applicant is taking action against.  This was the 

desired position in this collusion and that is precisely the outcome, whereas Mr Hannon is 

now purporting to be acting as Liquidator of Earth Energy Investments LLP, Parent 

Company of Empowering Wind MFC Ltd.   There is clear and obvious conflicting position in 

litigation.  

 

83. It is submitted that in these circumstances, on the balance of probabilities it was Mr 

Staunton that pre-arranged for HHJ Pelling QC to hear the case on 7th June 2018 and to 

have spoilated all of the evidence and failed to act upon the submissions in the way he 

did.   HHJ Pelling failed to provide any reasoned judgment.  

 

84. It is submitted that the application of 1st March 2018 was substantially different to the 

application before Mr Justice Nugee on 5th February 2018 insofar as that application 

sought to deal with the fraudulent non-disclosure, the unwarranted demands and the 

false misrepresentations collectively.  That did not happen by virtue of the Defendant’s 

malicious activities and neither did the Application before ICCJ Jones.  

 

85. On 22nd November 2017 Chief Registrar Briggs met with Mr Hannon and connected parties 

at the drinks reception arranged by Radcliffe Chambers acting for the Defendants and 

being the same day that ICCJ Briggs approved the confidential filings in CR-2017-008690 

relating to an unwarranted demand in the sum of £619,774.48 made on 21st November 

2017 by the Defendants.      It is submitted that ICCJ Briggs was conflicted and ought not to 

have heard the rescission application by virtue of his established relationship with both 

Mr Staunton and Mr Hannon.  

Omission of N244 Continuation Sheet that sought relief in disclaiming the Energy Supply 

Agreement of which the Defendant sought to establish its false claim: 

86. The Applicant refers to Bundle A, tab 5, being the sealed application for the hearing of 21st 

December 2017 before ICCJ Jones.     It is submitted that Chief Registrar Briggs omitted a 

key part of the application on 21st December 2017.    

 

87. Bundle 1A, tab 4, is the continuation sheet of the application that was omitted.  Turning 

to tab 5, the Order of ICCJ Jones dated 26th March 2018, page 2 paragraph 5; it is clear 

that in omitting the counterpart N244 that sought to disclaim the Energy Supply 

Agreement, ICCJ Jones was led to believe that the Applicant was not progressing this 

relief, yet it was preliminary consideration of the Application to have done so.   

 

88. Disclaiming the Energy Supply Agreement would have the same effect as removing the 

false misrepresentation claim insofar as over £4 million of the Claim is sought pursuant to 

that Agreement and in any case the Applicant had elected to treat the Energy Supply 

Agreement as terminated by fundamental breach when the Defendant refused the 

connection when the Agreement required the Connection so that energy could be 

supplied.  
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89. The Continuation Sheet and the relief sought within it was integral to my application 

insofar as it was a case of either disclaim the Energy Supply Agreement and amend the 

proof down accordingly or rightfully to have rejected the proof and excluded the 

Defendant from making further claims against the Company pursuant to Rule 14.11.  

 

90. Moving to tab 8; we have the letter from Mr Hannon confirming the impasse I explained 

stemming from the false claim made by the Defendant and Mr Hannon failing to do 

anything about it.   As asserted by Mr Hannon, the Defendant commanded majority voting 

interest by virtue of the £4.1m claim and the proof of debt prevented the Applicant from 

calling a meeting of creditors he had been requesting, along with his fellow creditors since 

15th May 2017. 

 

91. The Applicant sought to replace Mr Hannon, predominantly because he had accepted 

three proofs of debt from the Defendants in substantially different amounts ranging from 

£255,000 through to the third claim exceeding £4.1 million and that Mr Hannon had an 

obligation to have “verified the creditor’s true position” in accord with his own Insolvency 

Service Technical Manual, the rule on Double Proofs, Chapter 16, Part 5, yet he did not do 

so, even in light of the Applicant’s pleadings since September 2016 that the first proof of 

debt, in the sum of £255,000 was false.     

 

92. It is further alleged that Mr Hannon has acted dishonestly to the extent that the Applicant 

has commenced criminal prosecution against him resulting from actions of the 

Defendants.  

 

93. The Applicant’s position in relation to replacement of Mr Hannon has not changed and the 

Applicant has entered into an Agreement with the Empowering Wind MFC Ltd creditors, 

HMRC, Smith Brothers Contracting Ltd and GMR Consulting Ltd to pay, upon settlement of 

the Applicant’s Claim against the Defendants, the sum of £50,000 each in compensation 

and full and final settlement resulting from the conduct of the Defendants.  

 

94. It is my intention to pay the appointed Liquidator of Empowering Wind MFC Ltd, upon 

replacement of Mr Hannon, to disburse to those creditors as a dividend, the settlement of 

£150,000 from the proceeds of my Claim, which I do know has a realistic and reasonable 

prospect of success.  

Reading time – 10 minutes:  

95. The Applicant refers to Bundle 1A, tab 7, being email chains between the parties.  Turning 

to page 33, I refer to my email to Mr Hannon dated 21st June 2017 and quote the 

following passages from that email;  

 

96. Paragraph 2 of that email;  

 

“The headline is, as it always has been, we do not owe MFC a single penny. The 

proof of debt is a false representation, because it is false and Mr Gill knew, prior to 

making that submission, that on the balance of probabilities, it is likely to be false.” 
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97. Paragraph 4;  

 

“On the balance of probabilities, given that those payments of Caluse 3.4.2 of the 

Energy Supply Agreement were subject to (full satisfaction of) those two conditions 

precedent and that Mr Gill was also aware that Mr Bloom himself killed the project by 

first demanding payment that was not due, then refusing the grid connection that was 

sole reason fro the contracts in the first instance, it is more likely that not Mr Gill was 

perfectly aware that what he was doing was dishonest.” 

 

98. Turning to page 35 of that Exhibit, we have an email from me to Mr Campbell on 20th 

March 2017 where it is explained in simple terms that no claim could possibly be 

established by the Defendant pursuant to the Lease or Energy Supply Agreement of which 

their claims originate;  

 

“Further to my email below setting out in very clear terms why no payment was ever 

due to MFC and following our call, please find enclosed copies of; 

 

1. The Lease 

 

2. The Energy Supply Agreement 

 

3. The Connection Deed 

 

4. The Northern Powergrid Asset Sale Agreement MFC then refused to sign (That is 

material in proving that MFC killed the project by refusing to co-operate with 

Northern Powergrid). 

 

5. The Northern Powergrid Offer Letter - (You will note that it was Condition 

Precedent that "Customer will take ownership of the two jointed out SS's" Michael 

Brown of Bond Dickinson was aware of this, to the extent that he requested a 

copy of the Northern Powergrid Offer Letter prior to completing the Connection 

Deed on 7th November 2013, in full knowledge that the documents are 

inextricably linked.” 

 

“A few notes that may help clarify the position: The terms of Northern Powergrid's offer 

letter has been the same since October 2012, 8 months prior to us exercising that Option 

Agreement and completing the Lease and Energy Supply Agreement. Robin Bloom 

himself was involved in those pre-contract open correspondences with Northern 

Powergrid in 2012. In April 2015, Bloom killed the project by refusing the connection.  

 

Commissioning could not take place for that reason. The payments MFC are fraudulently 

claiming were never due because the Conditons Precedent to the Energy Supply 

Agreement had not been fulfilled. We deliberately did not include a start date when 

negotiating the contracts, in case for whatever reason there was a delay in those 

conditions precedent being fulfilled.” 

 

99. It is abundantly clear from my numerous explanations to Mr Campbell, Mr Hannon, Mrs 

Hallamore and others at the Insolvency Service since 19th September 2016 that no claim 

could possibly be established against the Company by the Defendant.  
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However, the Liquidator refused to interfere in the matter and refused to remove the 

proofs of debt.   In doing so, the Applicant was deprived of the right to call a meeting of 

creditors to replace Mr Hannon as Liquidator and that gave cause for the application, 

pursuant to Rule 14.11 of the Insolvency Rules 2016, for the Court to determine the 

proofs of debt and to exclude further proofs from being submitted by the Defendant.  

Reading time: 20 Mins:  

100. I now turn to page 1 and ask the learned Judge to read through to page 21 of that 

Exhibit.  It is clear that I made substantial efforts to avoid litigation prior to making the 

application, yet Mr Hannon singularly failed to perform on his obligations.  

 

101. He failed in his duty to have “verified the creditor’s true position” when there was 

more than one proof from the same creditor, in substantially differing amounts from the 

same originating source of debt and it is alleged that he did so, to frustrate the Applicant 

in being able to call a meeting of creditors to replace him.   Mr Hannon also failed to 

disclaim an onerous contract that presents to material benefit to the creditors and he 

refused to deliver copies of the first and second proof of debt made by the Defendant.    

The entire purpose of the Liquidator is to act in the interests of, not against the interests 

of creditors and an office holder that does not disclaim an onerous contract, when he 

should have done so, is deemed to have failed in his duties.   

 

102. It is submitted that ICCJ Jones knew that Mr Hannon had abused his position, yet 

rather than to have addressed the misconduct and submissions of the Applicant during 

the first hearing of 21st December 2017, he sought to prevent the Defendants from 

prosecution for serious fraud and making unwarranted demands, acting in conspiracy with 

the Defendants and Mr Staunton to do what they have done.  

Reading time – 10 mins: 

103. I refer to Bundle 1A, tab 6; Turning to page 2 of the transcript (A), ICCJ Jones seeks 

to “mark on the tape” the incorrect assertion that I am the Applicant.   The Applicant is 

clearly Earth Energy Investments LLP.  

 

104. Turning to page 3 (A); of the transcript, ICCJ Jones implies that for his purposes, 

dishonesty does not matter because he “cannot judge”.  The Applicant asks the learned 

Judge to read from page 3 A through to page 11 G.    

 

105. It is evident from the Transcript that ICCJ Jones is showing a tendency to favour the 

Defendants without giving due consideration to the submissions of the Applicant.   It is 

submitted that the first hearing was a case of bias by pre-determination and on this 

ground alone, the Order of 26th March 2018 should be set aside.  

 

Fraudulent non-disclosure, the Order of 16th January 2017 and contemptuous issues:  

106. Now turning to page 20 (D); Reading through to page 24 (D); It is submitted that the 

proofs of debt and the non-disclosure of the material at the ex-parte hearing before Mr 

Justice Arnold are inextricably linked.   
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107. Mr Justice Nugee concluded the same in his Judgment of 5th February 2015 and I 

quote, from that Judgment (tab 11 - page 2, para 1);  

 

“The third was an application that Mr Registrar Jones be recused or removed from 

the continued hearing of an application which is in progress, which is an application 

under rule 14.11 of the Insolvency Rules to set aside certain proofs of debt, and 

although that application is not before me, it is intimately connected with the matters 

that are. And Mr Millinder has said that it would be appropriate for the recusal 

application to be dealt with today, although accepting that the normal practice would 

be for the recusal application to be heard by the judge who was said to be conflicted.” 

 

108. It is abundantly clear that the Applicant’s primary argument is the same today as it 

was when the Claimant made the Statement of the Statutory Demand (tab 11) that gave 

cause for the Defendants to make that Application ex-parte.    I quote from that Statutory 

Demand;  

 

“The Debtor unlawfully terminated a Lease on the grounds of non-payment. In 

accordance with the Lease and Energy Supply Agreement between the parties, no 

payment was due as the delay encountered from September 2013 until 23rd 

December 2014 was an event of Force Majeure in accord with Clause 6 of the 

Energy Supply Agreement and Force Majeure provisions of the Lease.” 

 

“The purpose of the Option Period was for the Company to obtain a grid connection 

from Northern Powergrid so that power could be delivered from the turbine to the 

Debtor’s football stadium in accord with terms of the Energy Supply Agreement 

between the parties.” 

 

“It was Condition Precedent to the Energy Supply Agreement, clause 2.2, that the 

Company entered into a Connection Agreement so that energy from the wind turbine 

could be delivered to the Stadium in accord with that Connection Agreement, the 

Energy Supply Agreement, the Connection Deed and the Lease.” 

 

“In November 2012, Northern Powergrid made the Debtor aware that the grid 

connection was conditional upon the Debtor taking ownership of its dedicated 

substation so as to form the wind turbine private network connection and that it was 

its clear obligation to do so. This confirmation was also acknowledged by the Debtor 

in an email from Northern Powergrid stating, “as we are proposing to pass over 

ownership of the two existing substations on site to the club, one of my commercial 

colleagues will need to get involved to arrange this therefore he will be issuing the 

POC quote. He has advised that he will have the details completed ready to issue the 

quote w/c 10/12/12. 

 

It was Condition Precedent of the Connection Offer that the Debtor takes control of 

the two dedicated substations that are integral to supply of power to the stadium. 

Robin Bloom, the debtor’s in house solicitor, was involved in the early stage 

discussions from October 2012 between the Company and Northern Powergrid, had 

received the Connection Agreement and had ample opportunity to raise any 

contention. Had it done so, the Company would not have exercised its Option in June 

2013 based on the private network connection it negotiated with the Debtor’s full 

knowledge and approval.  
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The Debtor misrepresented the Company, enticing it to enter into a Lease subject to 

a £200,000 Premium, an Energy Supply Agreement and Connection Deed with 

clearly no intention of following through on its contractual obligations.” 

 

Conclusions:  

109. It is clear from above that the Applicant’s primary argument is inextricably linked to 

the documents withheld from the ex-parte hearing, being the Connection Offer, the 

Connection Deed, the (unsigned) Agreement between the Defendant and Northern 

Powergrid dated February 2015, along with the evidence relating to the impasse causing 

further loss and delay through the planning impasse that prevented the turbine from 

lawful operation.    

 

110. On the same basis, it is that argument that also goes to the heart of the proofs of 

debt, insofar as those proofs of debt are founded upon the Lease and Energy Supply 

Agreement, linked to the primary argument of the Applicant’s Part 7 Claim.  It is submitted 

that the Defendant vandalised the Claimant’s project, refused the connection that was 

agreed during the Option Period and went on the forfeit the Lease when that connection 

was the entire purpose of the Lease and associated suite of contracts in the first instance.  

All of the contracts had principally intended the wind turbine to be commissioned, so that 

power could be generated.  It is for this reason the Defendant cannot possibly bring any 

claim against the Applicant nor his sole purpose Companies, because the damage had 

already been done and those damages far exceed any such alleged claim brought by the 

Defendants.   

 

111. The position defined in above was identical to the position on 25th June 2015 and on 

21st March 2018 when the Judge made the second Order to list the case for a hearing in 

the usual way.  When Mr Justice Nugee did so, the Defendants were abundantly well 

aware of the position I set out above, yet they continued in their quest to maliciously wind 

up the Applicant for the same £25,000 they obtained in fraudulent non-disclosure and it is 

further submitted that the documents withheld from the ex-parte hearing can be nothing 

other than material, because they do indeed link directly to those two preliminary 

considerations insofar as Defendant refused the connection that was agreed during the 

Option Period, then made an unwarranted demand for payment when Force Majeure 

applied in the operative provision.  

 

112. In a similar vein, the claim that Mr Staunton presented during the summary winding 

up list on 19th September 2016 constituted the first proof of debt in the sum of c£255,000 

yet on 9th January 2017, during the ex-parte hearing, Mr Staunton himself established that 

“for the purpose of the Energy Supply Agreement, Force Majeure has effect”, yet 

he did omit that Force Majeure also has effect respective of the Lease and his client 

refusing the fundamental connection.  It is submitted therefore that the winding up of 

Empowering Wind MFC Ltd was caused predominantly by Mr Staunton’s false 

misrepresentation and was therefore founded by fraud and sought not have been made.  

The Winding Up Order of Earth Energy Investments of 28th March 2018:  

113. It is submitted that the Winding Up Petition, presented by Julian Gill on 12th 

February 2018 was also of malicious intent.   
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114. Mr Gill lodged the petition without notifying the Applicant just four days after the 

Applicant had sent a letter to Mr Justice Nugee relating to the hearing of 5th February 

2018.   I refer to that letter (tab 13, page 1) and quote as follows;  

 

“I did however make the Application on 16/11/2017 on the basis that I would actually 

be afforded the right for my case to be heard impartially by an honourable High Court 

Judge that would undoubtedly easily identify with the issues in hand, as you did in 

relation to those proofs at that short hearing with less than a week to have taken onto 

account what is a huge amount of information. Mr Registrar Jones however had over 

a month to have read the case and he did not even read page 2 of the Application.” 

 

115. I now move to page 3 of that letter and quote from para 4;  

 

“I know we did not touch on the blackmail issue. However, I have a recording of the 

High Court Enforcement Officer and indeed, the High Court Enforcement Office, who 

both confirmed that the position is that the Application to Bristol County Court was 

made by the Applicant. We do therefore have an unwarranted demand with 

menaces, it is unwarranted because it is false and there are menaces with the classic 

trait of the offence with the High Court Enforcement Officer threatening to seize my 

goods to that value and with the threats to make EEI insolvent off the back of it. I 

believe this was the ultimate intention of the Defendants, so as to dispose of their 

problem as a means of evading the claim I have against them in damages when they 

were sole cause of that insolvency. 

 

I am unsure from the distance you were away, whether you noticed Mr Staunton’s 

demeanour at the hearing. He was rather flush faced and I noticed that he was 

shaking rather uncontrollably and same was noted by my investigator and others also 

present at the hearing. I contend that he was this uneasy, because he knows as well 

as I do that he has been dishonest and in fact, on several levels.  

I however expressed myself with confidence, because I speak nothing but the truth 

and have nothing to fear because in fact I do know, above all that I am 100% 

accurate and that eventually, justice will prevail, despite the difficulties presented to 

date.” 

 

116. I now move to page 4, para 6; 

 

“To top matters off, the £619,000 blackmail based off the same Order obtained in 

fraudulent non-disclosure. It cannot surely all go unpunished. The only one being 

punished is me and I have done absolutely nothing wrong whatsoever. 

In fact, I was working to preserve the interests of our justice system in full knowledge 

that it is fundamentally wrong, red tape or ulterior motives aside for one moment, to 

mislead a High Court Judge, or any Judge of our Courts for that matter. 

 

I find it very hard to come to terms with the fact that the Consent Order was not set 

aside, purely on the basis of the significant and clearly deliberate non-disclosure of 

material that would have otherwise proven that Demand, let alone the fact that the 

same was then used as a tool to commit blackmail against me. 
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I wonder if a retrial, based on the contents of this letter, would be the appropriate 

avenue to address this. Would his lordship be open to inviting me to making an 

Application for a retrial on this basis?” 

Unwarranted Demands;  

117. The Applicant refers to Bundle 1A – tab 14 (1. Sealed - HCEO Notice_21_11_2017): I 

received this demand on 21st November 2017 after serving the Defendants the Application 

of 15th November 2017.   I found that the Demand originated from the N293A application 

made by the Defendants on 7th September 2017 (2. N293A application ) and on 2nd 

October 2017 Bristol County Court incorrectly issued the High Court Writ (3.  HCW 

583k_02_04_2018) following the Defendant’s false misrepresentation application on 7th 

September 2017.  

 

118. On the balance of probabilities, the Defendants did receive a copy of the High Court 

Writ on or around 2nd October 2017, yet the Defendants did not seek to cancel the High 

Court Writ and the High Court Enforcement Agent was instructed on 21st November 2017.     

 

119. It is submitted that lawyers owe a duty of care to the courts.  That applies in relation 

to solicitors who make applications to Court, there is a duty to ensure that the 

information supplied is accurate and does not mislead.    

 

120. It would have been abundantly clear to any solicitor acting reasonably, that no such 

claim could be established based upon the Order of 16th January 2017 and herein emerges 

a pattern, in the Defendants, all lawyers, making random claims that cannot possibly be 

established in law, to various parties, including the Official Receiver acting as Liquidator, 

an Officer of this Court, when on the balance of probabilities the Defendants clearly knew, 

or any professional acting reasonably in those circumstances would have known that 

making those claims or applications or in deliberately withholding witness evidence from 

the Court, is dishonest.      

 

121. It is this willingness of the Defendants to deceive and their serious misconduct, that 

has caused significant long term distress and financial harm to the Applicant.  

 

122. I now move on to focus on the Order of ICCJ Jones and turn back to tab 5 of the 

same bundle.   I quote the following respective snippets from that Judgment below;  

Misrepresentation of the rule of law, being Rule 14.11 of the Insolvency Rules 2014, Part 14 of the 

Rules:  

123. Page 7, para 26;  
 

“26 It is my decision that it was right for me to continue to hear the part-heard 
Application and is right for me to deliver this judgment. I will do so. The application is 
totally without merit.” 
 

124. Page 7, para 29; ICCJ Jones implies that I am incorrect to make an application 

pursuant to Rule 14.11 of the Insolvency Rules 2016, citing that the rule is limited only to 

accepting rejecting proofs for dividend.   
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125. It is submitted that ICCJ Jones was blatantly wrong to do so and I allege that these 

actions were in malice, seeking to deceive the Applicant whilst acting with ill will and 

biased towards the Defendants.     

 

126. It is submitted that Part 14 of the Insolvency Rules 2016 covers both claims by and 

distributions to, creditors in administration, winding up or bankruptcy and that each of 

the provisions are stand alone.  Part 14 covers admission of proofs for voting from the 

date the insolvency order was made.  

 

127. The Applicant now moves back to Bundle 1A - tab 9; it is evidenced in the Rules and 

submitted that an application can be made pursuant to Rule 14.11 for the Court to 

exclude the proof of debt where the office holder has refused to do so.  14.11(1)(b) is;  

 

“(b)on the application of a creditor, a member, a contributory or a bankrupt, if 

the office-holder declines to interfere in the matter.” 

 

128. Further down the page, the Applicant copied Part 14 of the Insolvency Rules 2016 

relating to the function of Part 14, applying to proofs of debt in administration, winding up 

and bankruptcy proceedings.    

 

129. It is submitted that the provision is not, as asserted by ICCJ Jones, limited to 

admitting or exclusion or a proof for dividend, but the provision applies to any proof 

admitted by the office holder and that includes proofs that have been admitted for voting 

but not for a dividend.        

 

130. The Applicant considered it useful to the Court for me to further analyse the logic of 

the contention that Rule 14.11 is limited only to admission of proofs for dividend and to 

keep it short, if this were the case, this would further re-iterate my contention that the 

Insolvency Rules 2016 are flawed insofar as I could lodge a proof of debt for £500 million 

and provided that my rationale with the proof appeared plausible, I would in the majority 

of situations command majority voting interest and therefore the position could go on 

indefinitely, as the rest of the creditors would have less than 25% of the voting interest to 

call the meeting and therefore the insolvency would just stagnate to detriment of 

creditors, who would be unable to gain remedy where the office holder has refused to 

interfere in the matter.     It is submitted from this analysis, that ICCJ Jones 

misrepresented the position in law and I allege he did so deliberately.  

 

131. Rule 14.11 (2) sets out the Definitions of terms applied in Part 14. Amongst those 

definitions are;  

 

“(3) “Debt”, in relation to winding up and administration, means (subject to the next 

paragraph) any of the following—  

 

(a)any debt or liability to which the company is subject at the relevant date;  

 

(b)any debt or liability to which the company may become subject after the relevant 

date by reason of any obligation incurred before that date;” 
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“provable debt” has the meaning given in rule 14.2; and “relevant date” means— 

 

 (a) in the case of an administration which was not immediately preceded by a 

winding up, the date on which the company entered administration, 

 

(b) in the case of an administration which was immediately preceded by a winding 

up, the date on which the company went into liquidation, (c) in the case of a winding 

up which was not immediately preceded by an administration, the date on which the 

company went into liquidation, 

 

Founded by Fraud and Misconduct:  

132. In essence, the Claimant contends that the Order of ICCJ Jones, but indeed all of the 

orders the Applicant seeks to set aside was founded by fraudulent misrepresentations on 

the part of the Defendants and those frauds are inextricably linked to the non-disclosure 

of material information at the ex-parte hearing of 9th January 2017.   

 

133. In similar context, the Winding Up Order of 19th January 2017 was founded by the 

Defendant’s unwarranted demand of 25th June 2015 that gave them caused to forfeit the 

Lease that the Defendants transformed into the first false misrepresentation claim Mr 

Staunton presented to the Court against Empowering Wind MFC Ltd.  The originating 

fraud occurred on 25th June 2015 and any time thereafter the Defendant sought to 

conspire against the Applicant, engaging in activities that could only be described as 

criminal, with intent to cause significant long-term financial harm to the Claimant whilst 

engaging in dishonest activities that have a real tendency to interfere with the proper 

administration of justice.    

 

134. The Applicant refers to the Lazarus Estates v Beasley [1956] 1 Q.B. 702 case, Lord 

Denning contends that: 

“No Court in this land will allow a person to keep an advantage he has obtained by 
fraud. No judgment of a court, no order of a Minister, can be allowed to stand if it has 
been obtained by fraud. Fraud unravels everything. The court is careful not to find 
fraud unless it is distinctly pleaded and proved; but once it is proved it vitiates 
judgments, contracts and all transactions whatsoever; see also, as to deeds, Collins v 
Blantern (1767) (2 Wils. KB 342), as to judgments, Duchess of Kington’s Case (1776) 
(1 Leach 146), and, as to contracts, Master v Miller (1791) (4 Term Rep 320).” 
 

135. Lazarus Estates was also cited by the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom 
in Prest v. Petrodel Resources Ltd & ors [2013] UKSC 34.  The Claimant quotes from 
that Judgement;  

 
“Fraud is conduct which vitiates every transaction known to the law. It even vitiates a 
judgment of the Court. It is an insidious disease, and if clearly proved spreads to and 
infects the whole transaction (Jonesco v Beard [1930] AC 298 at 301-302).” 

 
136. In his celebrated speech in the Reddaway v. Banham 1896 AC199 at 221 case , Lord 

Macnaghten spoke of the various guises in which fraud appears in the conduct of human 

affairs, saying “fraud is infinite in variety”.   
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137. A corollary, expressed by Kerr in his “Treatise on the Law of Fraud and Mistake” 

(1929), is that: “The fertility of man’s invention in devising new schemes of fraud is so 

great, that the courts have always declined to define it.. reserving to themselves the liberty 

to deal with it under whatever form it may present itself.”  

 

138. In the Sharland v Sharland case [2015] UKSC60 (non-disclosure of facts which would 

affect value of shares).  The duty of full and frank disclosure continued even after parties 

had reached agreement because the Court still had to exercise its discretion under Section 

25. 

 

139. In the Gohil v Gohil [2015] UKSC61 case where W’s suspicions of non-disclosure 

were recorded on the face of the Order and 3 years later W applied to set the Order aside, 

H having been sent to prison meantime for serious money laundering.  The Order was set 

aside, the result would have undoubtedly been different had the Court been in possession 

of the full facts and the Applicant contends that this position is similar to that of this case, 

where there has been significant non-disclosure of material information relative to the 

arguments contained on its Statutory Demand dated 6th January 2017.  

 

140. Taking the above paragraph into consideration on the grounds that indeed I am 

owed substantial sums of money far exceeding £25,000, it us unrealistic to assume that I 

had agreed to pay the Defendant any money whatsoever when the Defendant is indebted 

substantially and that the Defendant’s false representations caused the winding up in the 

first instance.      

 

141. In this context and in full knowledge of the proceedings before ICCJ Jones that 

clearly sought to address the misconduct of the Defendants collectively, on 24th November 

2017, the Defendants made a further application to Bristol County Court to obtain a Writ 

of Control in the sum of £29,000 whereby it would have been abundantly clear that the 

Defendants, all solicitors, had no right to make such application on a debt that is both 

disputed on genuine and substantial grounds, (not owed) and is subject to challenge.  

 

142. On 11th January 2017 the Defendants received that letter from Penningtons, 

complaining of significant material non-disclosure.   At no point did they inform me of 

their intention to commence enforcement action to recover £25,000 prior to 21st 

November 2017.  It is submitted that they made this second application to Bristol County 

Court as an attempt to cover for their actions in making the second unwarranted demand 

with menaces against the Applicant.     It is further submitted that such action was 

disingenuous.   Earth Energy Investments LLP was the Applicant in the case sub judice 

before Mr Justice Nugee on 21st March 2018 and it is abundantly clear that any such sum 

relating to the ex-parte hearing of 9th January 2017 was associated with those proceedings 

before Senior Judiciary.  A debt that is disputed on genuine and substantial grounds can 

neither be an enforceable debt nor a petition debt and it is contended that these actions 

were entirely malicious.   

Force Majeure – Clause 6, Schedule 5 – Agreements and Declarations (The Lease):  

143. At the hearing of 5th February 2018 Mr Staunton made the submission that it was a 

mistake that he made a misleading statement at the ex-parte hearing of 9th January 2017. 
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144. Mr Staunton failed to disclose that there was an operative Force Majeure provision 

within the Lease.   It is submitted that he did so deliberately.  

 

145. Although Mr Staunton did submit that Force Majeure has effect in relation to the 

Energy Supply Agreement, the Claimant asserts that Mr Staunton deliberately failed to 

disclose that there was an operative provision of Force Majeure within the Lease and 

same is clearly evidenced by the opening paragraph of the Claimant’s Statutory Demand 

dated 6th January 2017.   

 

146.  The Claimant quotes the opening paragraphs from that Demand;  

 

147. “The Debtor unlawfully terminated a Lease on the grounds of non-payment. 

In accordance with the Lease and Energy Supply Agreement between the parties, 

no payment was due as the delay encountered from September 2013 until 23rd 

December 2014 was an event of Force Majeure in accord with Clause 6 of the 

Energy Supply Agreement and Force Majeure provisions of the Lease.” 

 

148. “The purpose of the Option Period was for the Company to obtain a grid 

connection from Northern Powergrid so that power could be delivered from the 

turbine to the Debtor’s football stadium in accord with terms of the Energy Supply 

Agreement between the parties.” 

 

149. It is clear, from the Statutory Demand that those documents withheld and in 

particular the unsigned Northern Powergrid / Middlesbrough Football & Athletic Company 

(1986) Ltd agreement and the Connection Offer, were indeed material in proving that it 

was the Defendant’s refusal to complete that Agreement when the Distribution Network 

Operator required it to be completed, that caused the project to fail.     

 

150. In this respect, the Claimant considers it to be obvious, by virtue of the fact that the 

Defendant had failed to disclose these documents, that the Defendant knew then that 

these documents would have otherwise proven the Statutory Demand and therefore on 

the balance of probabilities, the Defendant knew then what they were doing was 

dishonest.  

 

151. The Defendants and their solicitors have demonstrated intent to mislead the Court 

by withholding material information that would undoubtedly have otherwise proven the 

Statutory Demand of 6th January 2018.  It is submitted therefore that those orders should 

be set aside and that appropriate relief is granted by virtue of the Court’s wide case 

management powers in doing it is considers fit in the proper administration of justice. .  

 

Declaration of Truth:  

 

152. I declare the facts contained in this Skeleton, also comprising of a Witness 

Statement pursuant to CPR Part 10 Criminal Procedure Rules 2015 are true and accurate 

to the best of my knowledge and belief.   

 

153. I say as follows;   
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154. The facts and matters set out in this Witness Statement are within my own 

knowledge except where indicated and are true to the best of my knowledge and belief.  

 

155. Where reference is made to facts beyond my own knowledge, I set out the source of 

my information and I believe such information to be true. 

 

156. This Skeleton, also forming my Witness Statement of Case (consisting of 28 pages) 

has been made by me in knowledge that, being tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to 

prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not 

believe to be true. 

 

 

 

 

Paul Millinder  

5th November 2018  
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